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Regional

Schulz investigates threat of invasive species
While the news is full of stories about
animal species going extinct and the role
that humans play in their extinction, what
we don’t hear much about is another threat
caused by species invading natural ecosystems. With the globalization of trade and
commerce worldwide, this issue has become
an increasingly serious environmental problem. Someone who works in understanding
how that happens is Kurt Schulz, a professor
in the department of biological sciences at
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville.
Schulz was born in Colorado Springs,
Colo. He received his bachelor’s and master’s degrees in biology from the University
of Wisconsin at Milwaukee and his doctoral
degree also in biology from the University of
Wisconsin at Madison.
Coming from a family with a great interest in the outdoors, Schulz said that he’s
known since childhood that he wanted to
be a college professor. He has devoted his
career to the study of invasive species – an
issue he considers one of our planet’s most
serious environmental threats.
“One issue is that many invasive species
are supplanting the natives and are really
making the plant and animal communities
that we have around here less stable and less
diverse,” he said. “We already are living in a
world that is very changed from what Lewis
and Clark saw.”
Although Hawaii and Florida are always
mentioned as states with very serious invasive species problems, the Midwest also has
its problems.
“Illinois has almost become an agricultural factory,” Schulz said. “And while that
is a choice that we have all made, what we
have also done is to create habitat for all the
species that can tolerate our climate.”
In states where agriculture has not developed so intensively, such as Michigan,
Minnesota, or Wisconsin, where the soils are
not as good, the landscape tends to be made
of more forest or natural vegetation that
tends to resist the non-native species better,
he explained. The question must be asked,
just what can the average person do about
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Edison’s began moving into a
completely different direction – one
that would have 12 lanes of bowling.
McSparin’s research started anew as he
learned about building and running a
bowling center. He went to industry
conclaves and traveled the country to
learn as much as he could.
Laser tag was another piece of the
complex that they already had anticipated having, but that also required
research and travel to trade shows to
discover what equipment was best to
use.
While there was an original vision
of having a small arcade area, the new
vision evolved into, what McSparin
called, “a full fledge, card reader, ticketless technology.”
He compared it to Earth City’s Dave
and Busters, an entertainment complex
with similar amenities. “The difference
between us and Dave and Busters is
that Dave and Busters still elects to use
cards but also elects to spit out tickets,”
McSparin said comparing the arcades.
Edison’s won’t be using tickets.
Instead, points earned through game
play will be stored on the plastic cards
that are also used to begin game play.
“This is a green initiative for us. The
amount of tickets you go through in
a year is staggering. I’d lie to you to
say that it isn’t a cost savings for us too
but kids understand cards,” McSparin
said.
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Dr. Kurt Schulz working at his lab.
this problem?
“Number one, I encourage folks to get
involved in a little nature study, look around
and find out what is around them,” Schulz
said. “And there are plenty of folks who do
these things. And the second part about this
is to say, ‘You know if I let populations of
these organisms flourish on my property, it
might be a bush here, a bush there, or a tree

here and a tree there, but I am part of the
problem because all of the invasives we have
here are highly dispersible.’ ” Another area
in which Schulz works to improve the environment is through forest restoration.
“In the end the idea is that you are trying
to put into place a forest community that
functions like a normal forest. For instance,
if the composition of species was similar to

what Lewis and Clark might have found here,
that would be nice,” Schulz said. “So we are
trying to reinstate that at least as best we can,
what we know to be an integrated and sustainable system. It’s a tall order.”
The other issue with plants is that they
are more sensitive to environmental factors
than one may think. “The thing that most
surprised me is that when a plant wilts and
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He emphasized that the arcade area
also has a lot of adult games too, and
that it’s an easy system for the customer to use. “It’s a very slick system.
You swipe and the points go on the
card,” McSparin explained. “You come
up we scan the card. OK, you have 750
points. It comes up on a screen that
the customer can see how many points
they have. They shop - I want that
item - they scan that item, it deducts off
of their card (point balance). It’s very,
very slick.”
It’s certainly a “technology rich”
building. There’s laser tag, free Wi-Fi
available and large projection screens
scattered around the building that will
play music videos, highlight food information or digital advertising. In addition, there are huge projection screens,
10 foot tall by 15 foot wide, located over
the bowling lanes that will air sports
programming, music videos, or even
movies. “The technology there is that
we can put any programming on those
screens that we would like,” McSparin
said. “If someone wanted to rent it out
for a corporate event and they wanted
to run their corporate message over it,
they could show their own video.”
What McSparin felt would set
Edison’s apart from any other entertainment complex are its party rooms.
“They are nicely appointed party rooms
with soft seating and cocktail tables.
It’s not the typical eight foot tables
– here kids – and throw some pizza on
the table,” he said. “Our parties will
have party conductors attached to each
one of them. So when you book your
birthday party here you have a facilitator specifically assigned to your party

– taking care of your food and beverage needs, playing with the kids. We
already have four adult parties booked
for the weekend of June 23/24.”
Edison’s will offer several food
options all of which will be overseen
by Food and Beverage Director Randy
Williams. Williams, a chef, has worked
in a variety of leadership roles in the
delivery of quality food and beverage
experiences including Lucky Strike (a
bowling/restaurant and lounge chain),
within the hotel industry, and as proprietor of his own restaurant in New
Town, St. Charles, Mo.
Edison’s menu options include
a mixture of entrees, creative sandwiches and burgers, pizza, specialty
salads and an extensive list of appetizers. All items will be created from
fresh and include homemade sauces,
soups, chips and other items that are
uniquely from Edison’s kitchen. “We
are really dedicating ourselves to doing
familiar foods with a twist or a little different differentiation,” McSparin said.
“Everything is fresh. All our sauces
and soups are made from scratch with
our own recipes. In fact, we don’t have
a walk in freezer. We have a walk in
cooler. We have one little freezer for
the few things that you have to have
frozen in a kitchen operation, but it’s a
fresh operation.”
Visitors will have a variety of choices
of how to enjoy Edison’s food and
beverage options. Guests can dine in
a traditional sit down, family oriented
restaurant in the dining area. This
space will feature natural light with a
mix of table seating, booths, and bench
style seating all in a uniquely decorated

space with high ceilings.
The dining space flows into the
lounge area features soft seating around
a fireplace, a mixture of televisions and
projection screen viewing, comfortable booth seating, tall table seating
with stools and a shuffleboard table.
Items available in the lounge area will
include draft beer, bottled beer, wines,
liquor selections, and a special martini
menu.
There will also be food and beverage service direct to the bowling lanes.
Servers will be able to take customer’s
orders on handheld devices making for
quick service.
Guests in one of the party rooms
will have a variety of catering options
available to choose from including buffet style, walk around service, or plated
dinners.
There’s also a unique assortment of
treats at the concession area located in
the center of the complex. Items such
as roasted Bavarian Nuts, Chicago
style hot dogs, and soft pretzels with
homemade dips will be available to
non-restaurant guests.
The corner of the building is being
leased to a separate company, Tango
Frozen Yogurt, which rounds out the
food options.
One other unique experience is a
patio area with a fire place that is
adjacent to the full-service dining restaurant area. “It has a great view of the
country club,” McSparin said. “We see
it as, once it gets discovered, it will be
a nice place to do a rehearsal dinner for
a wedding perhaps or a little private
party or a cocktail reception.” Food
will not be served in the patio area the

it looks like it is completely losing ground,
the wilting itself may be a response to being
in a condition that is too hot or too difficult,”
he said. “So what the plant is doing is dropping a leaf, reducing its profile to the sun and
because it does that it no longer feels a level
of stress that it might normally.”
For a scientist like Schulz, many times these
issues are not just scientific concerns, but also
ethical ones.
“One of the issues is that we are very challenged by some problems that are biological
and environmental,” he said. “The thing that
is hardest to get across to my students is that
the timeline for what we are worrying about
now is so much shorter than the natural processes that inflicted things in the ecosystem.”
Schulz added that he is also very concerned
about the growing mistrust by the general
public for the solutions offered by scientists.
“What has been said about climate change
is scandalous,” Schulz said. “It is a lack of
political will, not a lack of scientific evidence
to deal with it. And I try and point out to
folks that we can’t help what the facts are,
that the facts are there and we have to get a
handle on them and realize that the clock is
ticking for us.”
Schulz is trying to teach by example
through his work with colleagues on the SIUE
campus. “There are quite a number of faculty
that are working on our new nature reserve
here at SIUE, trying to figure out what is
there, how to repair the parts that are broken,
and set it up so that people can enjoy it and
we can learn from it and it continues to be a
resource into the future.”
Aldemaro Romero is the Dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences at Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville. His show, “Segue,” can be heard
every Sunday morning at 9 a.m. on WSIE,
88.7 FM. He can be reached at College_Arts_
Sciences@siue.edu.
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Mallory Seaton, 4, sits next to Rod Thornton, on the "Typhoon"
moving action game simulating flight, with Zachary Thornton and
Marcia Thornton looking on in the arcade section of Edison's
entertainment complex Wednesday.
first couple of months upon opening,
but McSparin encouraged guests to
order a drink at the bar and go outside
to enjoy the patio area. He anticipated
patio service to begin in the fall.
There’s a lot to absorb inside
Edison’s. Everywhere you turn is
an “Oh, that’s a good idea” thought.
McSparin said, “That’s part of how the
name Edison’s came about. Everybody
kept saying, “What a great idea.””
he explained. “The idea is a universal symbol for the light bulb, and a
light bulb makes you think Edison.”
He credited his wife, Mindy, for coming up with the name during one of
their brainstorming sessions.

“The more we flushed it out, the
more we liked it. And it had all these
great marketing extensions – genius
level fun, inventive eats and drinks,
what a bright idea,” McSparin said.
“And this place is all about electricity. Not only the atmosphere but the
stuff.”
Edison’s is located at 2477 Route 157
in Edwardsville. It will be open from
11 a.m. to 11 p.m. Sunday through
Wednesday, 11 a.m. to 1 a.m. Thursday
and Friday, and 10 a.m. to 1 a.m. on
Saturday. Call 618-307-9020 for party
room rental information or visit them
online at www.edisonfamilyfun.com
or on Facebook.

